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Abstract

This paper describes instrumentation designed for BGO scintiliator-based caiorime-
try of particles covering; a very wide rar.se of energies >'from less than 50 \feV to
50 GeVi. The instrumentation was designed to have a measurement accuracy of 0.1/7
over as much of the energy range as possible so the energy resolution of BGO would be
the limiting factor. Two l.o-cm." photodiodes were used per '2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 25 cm
BGO crystal. Both a charge-sensitive preamplifier and a pulse processor were devel-
oped specifically for the needs of the \VA>0 experiment. The preamplifier was designed
for high detector capacitance i 100 to 700 pF •. low integral and differential non-linearity
and low power consumption , 200 mW i. The pulse processor is a time-invariant shaping
amplifier with integral peak-detecf.-and-h.old and automatic gain selection circuits. The
amplifier uses quasi-triangular shaping with 4 /.AS peaking time, and the hold circuit
is sated with a fast first level trigger. The system has more than 20 bits of effective
resolution when used with an external 12-bit ADC. Results from beam tests at CER.V
are presented.
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Abstract

This paper describes instrumentation designed for BGO
scintiilator-based calonmetry of particles covering a very
wide range of energies f from less than 50 MeV to 50 G? V
The instrumentation was designed to have a measurement
accuracy of 0 1% over as much of the energy ranee as possi-
ble so the energy resolution of BGO would be the limiting
factor Two 1 o-crrr photodiodes were used per 2 5 cm
s 2.5 cm x 25 cm BGO crystal Both a charge-sensitive
preamplifier and a pulse processor were developed specifi-
cally for the needs of the WASO experiment The pream-
plifier was designed for high detector capacitance i 100 to
700 pF i. low integral and differential non-linearity and low-
power consumption 1200 mW.- The pulse processor is a
time-invariant shaping amplifier with integral peak-derect-
and-hoid and automatic earn selection circuits The ampli-
fier uses quasi-cnangular shaping with 4 us peaking time,
and the hold circuit is gated with a fast first level trigger.
The system has more than 20 bits of effective resolution
when used with an external 12-bit ADC Preliminary re-
sults from b--?am tests at CERN are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

The design of instrumentation for a high resolution elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter is a challenging problem because
:>f the very w d e dynamic range required In the case of
the WASO experiment, it was desired to cover the range
from < 50 MeV to > 50 GeV with energy resolution lim-
ited h\ the BGO srintillaror It. was decided that a go'tl of
"he electronics design should be 0 1% resolution ov<r that
energy range The designers of the readout electron's for
the L3 electromagnetic calorimeter faced the same sort of
problem and developed a scheme that split the signai from
"he preamphn> r into several different paths with differ-
ent earns before analog to digital .-onversion 1. 2' I'nlike
L3 WA*0 is a fixed target experiment with asynchronous
triggers and therefore a somewhat different architecture
is required for the readout el^-tronics 1 he - ,ai-ider of
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this paper describes the preamplifier and pulse processor
developed specifically for the WASO experiment

2 PREAMPLIFIER

The charge-sensitive preamplifier was designed for high de-
tector capacitance (100 to 700 pF,>. low power consump-
tion '.200 tnWi. low integral non-linearity i <C.0259£ from 0
to 10 V) and low differential non-linearity l<0.Q059c from
-1 to —10 V i The preamp conversion gain is 0.56 V pC
and the maximum linear output is approximately 10 V
which corresponds to a charge of IS pC With two 1 5-
cm- photodiodes mounted on a 2 5 cm x 2.5 cm x 25 cm
BGO crystal the output is 1.27 * 1015 e-h pairs per GeV
or 0 203 pC.'GeV. so the maximum preamplifier output
corresponds to S9 GeV. With the photodiodes connected
(200 pF detector capacitance) and using a semi-Gaussian
shaping filter with 4 ^s peaking time, the preamp noise
was approximately L000 electrons rms which corresponds
to 0.8 MeV.

The preamplifier topology is similar to those published
previously [3. 4], but does have some features unique to
this implementation As shown in Fig 1. the topology is
basically a JFET-bipolar folded cascode (QI. Q5) with a
frequency compensated current gain |Q2. Q3). The fre-
quency compensation allows the use of detector capaci-
tances ranging from 100 to 510 pF with resultant nsetimes
vtrying from 19 to 32 ns respectively The output stage
is comprised of two transistor arrays IQ6 and Q7) that
form a diamond driver Arrays were chosen over discrete
transistors because the improved device matching allows
more consistent control of bias currents thus maintaining
low power consumption and wide bandwidth with mini-
mal unit to unit variation over a large production run of
preamplifiers Because for this application, the preampli-
fier needed only to drive unipolar signais. we were abie to
optimize the topology for maximum slew rate in the posi-
rr.e direction The optimization was acccmplished bv not-
ing that the combination of Ql. Q2. Q3. and Qo will turn
"off" fasrer than the topology presented earlier '4'. for a
neganve ;nput The slew-rate is then determined solely b-,
'he current m Q4 and the total capacitance present a? :h<-
•-•-/liertor node of Q4 Another feature is the inclusion '•''
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Figure 1. Charge sensitive preamplifier circuit diagram

R.16 in the emitter circuit of Qo Bipolar transistors that
operate with large capacitances in the emitter may exhibit
oscillations due to resultant negative resistances appearing
in the base. A resistance in the emitter in series with the
capacitance will effectively isolate the capacitor from the
transistor r5] This preamplifier was designed to be used
with large georru fry FET input devices that can have Crl3

values of 10 pF or more This resistor had little if any
significant effect on the overall noise

The preamplifier utilizes surface mount parts placed on
both sides of a I by 3 inch printed circuit board The
small size allows the preamp to be mounted directly be-
hind the crystal and photodiodee. thereby minimizing the
possibility of noise pickup This mounting arrangement
necessitates low power dissipation to prevent heating of
the BGO

3 PULSE PROCESSOR

The WA80 BGO pulse processor :s a shaping amplifier with
integral peak-detect-and-hold and automatic gam selection
circuits A design using several parallel pulse processing
networks with different gain.-? was chosen because of the
large dynamic range i 1000 li and high accuracy iO 19? t
required This is similar ro the approach take/i by the de-

signers of the L3 BGO electromagnetic calorimeter [1. 2T.
and it allows the use of a 12-bit ADC instead of the 20-bit
ADC that would be required for a single pulse process-
ing network to achieve 0.19c accuracy over a 1000:1 range
Fig 2 illustrates the major components of the pulse pro-
cessor The signal from the preamplifier passes through
the pole-zero compensation network and is split into two
sub-channels each consisting of an active pulse shaping net-
work i 4 (is peaking time) with a gated baseline restoration
circuit ! BLR) and a peak-detect-and-hold fPDHi circuit
The sub-channels are identical except for their gains Fol-
lowing each PDH circuit, the signal is split into three paths
each with a different gain The range select logic chooses
the path wi-h the greatest gam that is not saturated and
connects it to the output and therefore the external ADC
The PDH circuits can be gated by a fast trigger

3.1 Pole-zero cancellation and buffer am-
plifiers

The output of the preamplifier is differentiated with a CR
network modified to provide pole-zero cancellation The
pole-zero '-ancellation is adjustable and allows the use of
preamplifiers with decay time constants ranging from 40 u<
to infinity The nominal input impedance of the pulse r.ro-
'•essor is o kQ
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Figure 3: Pulse shaping circuit

gram

Following the pole-zero network, the signal is rcjted
;nto both a high-energy sub-channel and a low-ene-g\ sub-
channel For high-energy pulses, little gam is required and
a low-gain buffer amplifier i x i > is used For low-energ}
pulses a large gain is required so the pulse ampin ide will
be large enough to digitize and so the pulse shaping cir'iuts
will not degrade the signal-to-noise ratio The high-gam
buffer has a nominal gam of 32. and 'his splits the 10>>0 1
• nerg\ range into two approximate!} equal ranges Since
high-energ} pulses will saturate r.h» high-gain buffer it is
designed *o its output is limited to i'2 V wuh good ^ - r -
ioad recovery characteristics The buffer amplifiers :riv^
th<= two ;>ulse shaping sections

3.2 Pulse shaping and baseline restoration

Active niters are used to produce an approximate!} tri-
angular puise shape This requires oni} siighti} ra-:-f
-ircuitr} rhan that needed for CR- |R("i' i shaping qiiasi-
(iaussian1 and givps better noise performance To accom-
modate an expected maximum count rate of 10k counts s
the pulse processor was designed to function with a maxi-
mum rate of 50k counts 's in ord»r to pro', ide a safer} mar-
gin This maximum rate dictated mat the •-hap'-d ; •!/-•-
shc.uld return ?o 'b.f- baseiirie in no more than I1'.' u< ;-i.t:'i
that the peaking time should he less than 10 ^> \ | ' i -
-iir»ments made using th<- U'A^O BC'O prearnpiiher ^n.i
chorodicides wii h a comm^r-iai shaping amplifier :ri;i "if-'i

Figure 4 Shaped pulse (2 /JS/' div and 0 2 \ ' /d iv

that a peaking time of 6 to 12 ,us provided optimal iio;se
performance, but slightly shorter peaking times provided
faster return to baseline with only a slight noise penalt}
A peaking time of 4 fjs was chosen as a compromise.

The actual shaping circuit is shown in Fig 3. It is a sim-
plified implementation of a concept developed by Gould-
mg. Landis and Madden 6̂1 After differentiation 'he pulse
passes throL^h two second-order lowpass filters in cascade
-ind the.r outputs are summed to produce a nearly triangu-
lar pulsf as shown in Fig 4 The second-order lowpass fil-
ters are ,mpiemented as Sallen-Key filters using MC340S2
opamps These dual opamps are unity gam stable and
low cost and have a 8-MHz gain-bandwidth product and
FET input stages for low input bias currents The gam-
bandwidth product is large enough so nearly ideal charac-
teristics are obtained for the active filters

Each of the pulse shaping circuits are equipped with a
gated baseline restoration circuit | BLR) This circuit main-
tains the output of each pulse shaping circuit near 0 Vdc
except wh<-n a pulse is being processed This minimizes
the effects of amplifier offset voltages When an incoming
pulse exceed* a threshold that is set just above the noise
ievel. the BLR IS gated off so that it has no effect on the
piil.-e shap- • •' ampliMide



3.3 Peak detect and hold

The peak detect and hold circuit iPDHi records the pulse
amplitude for later digitization, [t actually consists of a
peak detector and a sampie and held circuit. The partially
shaped pulse (the output of the first second-order lowpass
filter) is differentiated and the zero crossing (which corre-
sponds to the peak I is detected and used to trigger a one-
shot. Its period is adjusted so it times out synchronously
with the peak of the : singular shaped pulse. This pulse
is used to indicate that a peak has been detected and to
cause the sampie and hold circuit to hold the peak value

Both the pulse shaping circuit and peak detect and hold
are duplicated for each sub-channel. This requires more
circuitry, but is necessary since the fast sample and hold
circuits used do not have sufficient dynamic range to allow
the use of a single pulse shaping circuit and a single peak
detect and hold followed by the two buffer amplifiers

3.4 Gain selection and timing

In order to maintain at least 10-bit <0 1% • accuracy while
us-ng a 12-bit ADC. the minimum signal that can be .-on-
verted is i 4 of the full scale value or. in otner words,
the dynamic range of signals to be converted should be
no more than 4 Thus, to maintain measLrement accuracy
over the full dynamic range, each sub-channel is subdiv ided
into several paths with gains differing by no more than a
factor of four The low-energy sub-channel is therefore
subdivided into xl . x4 and xi6 ranees and the high-energy
sub-channel is subdivided into xl x'2. and x? ranges

The range seipct circuitry automatically selects the high-
est sain output that is not more than 7 5V and passes t n a t
jutput to rhe ADC This range selection (the gain used' is
reported to the data collection electronics through a rear
panel connector The automatic gain selection ••?.!' be over-
ridden and manually selected via a switch locate.;' on the
fronr panel

The module timing sequence is initiated h\ rh* peak le-
tected sienal When a peak is defectpd rhe sample and
hold is placed in the hold mode A delay is used u.. al-
low the range select comparators to settle and th-̂ n 'heir
outputs are latched into the range select logic Another
delay allows the logic to settle and output the range code
to the analog multiplexer before it is enabled Tins -ode
selects the correct input and thereby passes the amplified
peak value to the output buffer amplifier When thi« out-
put settles, it can be read by the ADC The multiplexer i>
enabled for 10 /is and then the system resets itself This
sequence of events is illustrated in Fig 5 The output to
the ADC should be valid for the period spanning * to In /.i>
after the input pulse leading edge, and the ADf ' shoul i bf-
'ngg-Tfd during this period The entire wqihTrv uf-n.-nt<
r^'iuir^s approximately [̂  ^ s
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3.5 Coincidence logic

Th~ pulse processor has two modes of operation one wher*-
a •'omcidence signal is required and one where it is not
When "he coincidence signal is used, a peak detected in-
side the coincidence window will result in the pulse being
processed normally If no peak is detected inside the coin-
cidence window or if no coincidence signal is present when
a peak is detected the pulse processor does not initiate the
timing sequence or go to hold mode The coincidence logic
uses the coincidence signal as an enable for the zero cross-
ing signal that triggers the peak detect and hold one-shots
Without the coincidence signal the one-shots cannot trig-
ger Since the timing sequence is not initiated if a peak is
detected without coincidence, the pulse processor ran p r^
•ess another pulse is soon as the ~haper i.utput returns tc
fh- baseline F<~T 'he expected maximum count rate, thi*
-\, ->uid result in few missed i-\.r-m.s



4 RESULTS

More than 100 preamplifiers and pulse processors were as-
sembled, tested and used Modules were made by mount-
ing a preamplifier and photodiodes on a BGO crystal and
i.hen connecting this subassembly to a pulse processor. An
;: by S array of BGO modules was constructed, calibrated
and used in beam tests. The array consisted of 29 non-
segmented moduies and 35 longitudinally-segmented mod-
ules read out at both the front and back of the crystals.

The calibration procedure used electrons of known mo-
menta (10 GeV/c) incdent in the center of each module to
gam match all modules. Once the gams were matched, the
electron beam was centered on the BGO array, and the sig-
nal in all modules was summed to give a total signal which
then gave the calibration signal to GeV. Intercalibration
between the gain ranges of each pulse processor was deter-
mined by using an electronic pulser with amplitude fixed
at the region of overlap between the various gs.in ranges
In this procedure, pulses with an amplitude corresponding
to the lower limit of a given gam range were processed and
digitized The processor was then switched to the next
higher gain range and the pulses were again processed and
digitized Care was taken to ensure that the pulse ampli-
tude did not change during this procedure, and the results
gave a set of simultaneous equations for which both the
channel intercept and relative gains could be determined

Table 1 gives typical pulse processor measured gain and
energy ranges when used witli the VVA80 preamplifier, pho-
todiodes and BGO For the highest gain (lowest energy)
range, the electronic noise was typically 1.25 .MeV rms and
1 3 MeV nns on the next lower gain range. In the case of
the highest gain range (x480). the lowest energy is deter-
mined by the peak detect threshold. This threshold was
set at a level several times the rms electronic noise For
the higher energy ranges, the resolution of the electronics
is limited to no better than 0 \% by the 12-bit ADC The
worst case resolution occurs for a signal at the extreme low
end f̂ an energy range Such a signal corresponds to 0.25
of full scale for the ADC. With a pulse of 5 GeV equivalent,
the measured resolution was 7 MeV rms.

Tests of the complete system showed that the resolution
was cr iE = 1 AVc at 4 GeV when E is measured in Gev It is
suspected that large temperature variations (around 2fr on
a daily basisi of the BGO affected this result Preliminary
measurements indicated that the position resolution, was
(j:E — 3 m m v E

Table 1: Pulse processor gain and energy ranges

! Range

6

i 5

*
3

2

1

Gain

1

2

8

30

120

480

37

9

2.

610

150

20

Energies

GeV-73 GeV

Gev-37 Gev

2 GeV-9 Gev

MeV-2.4 GeV

MeV-610 MeV

MeV-150 .Mev
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The preamplifier and pulse processor developed for the
WA80 BGO electromagnetic calorimeter performed as de-
signed The system was able to process pulses correspond-
ing to pnereies ranging from 20 MeV to 73 Gev


